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Community Profile
Get to know your neighbors by identifying 
key characteristics of your community.

Step 1: Download a Know My Community report from your Gloo* account.

Step 2: Fill in the lab sheet with personalized results to identify your typical neighbor.

Step 3: Share your neighbor profile with the Church Fuel community.

Hanani, one of my brothers, had just arrived from Judah with some fellow Jews.  
I asked them about the conditions among the Jews there who had survived the exile, 
and about Jerusalem. (Nehemiah 1:2, MSG)

Tell me about the people, and the city. 

Nehemiah sought to understand the people he would be leading, and the city he would 
be leading them in.

Matt Engel, Executive Director of Ministry Innovation at gloo.us, asks the question, 
“What if you were able to personally survey every person in a 5-mile radius of your 
church to discover their hopes and dreams . . . their biggest needs and biggest fears?” 

With big data we can come close. 

Creating a community profile will help you understand not just who the people in 
your city are (demographic information), but will help you understand their life-style, 
motivations, and spiritual style (psychographic information).

We will accomplish this in 3 simple steps.
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Use the following prompts for additional help in identifying 
your neighbors with the Know My Community report.

• What generation is most common 
among your neighbors? (include %)

• What generations in your 
community are higher than the 
national average?

• What ethnicity is most common 
among your neighbors? (include %)

• Have most people lived in your 
community for more or less than 
10 years?

DEMOGRAPHICS

• Is your neighbor most likely to be 
married or single (including single-
parent)?

• Are marriages more or less likely 
to be “at risk” than the national 
average?

• Is your neighbor’s household more 
or less likely to have children than 
the national average?

• What is the most common age of 
children in a household?

FAMILY

• What is the predominant religion 
among your neighbors? (include %)

• What religious affiliation is more 
common in your community than 
the national average?

• What is the most popular spiritual 
style?

• What spiritual style(s) are more 
common in your community than 
the national average?

FAITH
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Use the following prompts for additional help in identifying 
your neighbors with the Know My Community report.

• What is the average estimated 
income of your community?

• How much discretionary income is 
your neighbor likely to have?

• Does your neighbor have more, 
less, or a typical amount of debt?

FINANCE

• What does the KYC report reveal 
about your typical neighbors?

• How does this characteristic 
compare to the national average?

VOCATION

• What does the KYC report reveal 
about your typical neighbors?

• How do these findings compare to 
the national average?

HEALTH
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What specific prayer requests can you identify based on the KMC report and this lab sheet?

Who is my neighbor?

My neighbors are most likely 
generation

 

ethnicity
 who have lived in the 

community for 
years

. They are probably 

married/single
, with kids between the ages of 

age range
 , making approximately 

household income

, and 
vocation

. Most neighbors identify 

with a 
religion

 background and have a 

faith
 style of engaging matters of 

faith. Compared to the national average, the most unique 

thing about my community is  

trait with the greatest percentage difference in the KYC report
.

Love your neighbor  
as yourself. —Jesus


